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Abstract

Existing reasoning algorithms for Allen's interval
algebra may produce weak results when applied to
temporal networks that involve decompositions of
intervals.  We present a strengthened procedure for
reasoning about such hierarchical constraints, which
works interactively with an existing algorithm for
temporal reasoning, to produce the desired stronger
results.  We further apply our algorithm to the process of
plan recognition and show that such an application can
both reduce the number of candidate plans and make the
constraints in the remaining plans more specific.

1. Introduction

Allen's (1983a) interval algebra has shown
to be useful for such applications as
knowledge-based systems, natural language
processing, and planning (as described in
Vilain, et al., 1989).   For example, a simplified
plan for making a pasta dish can be represented
as the temporal network in figure 1, where a
node corresponds to the time interval over
which a state holds or an event occurs, and a
link label represents the temporal constraint
between two intervals1.
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Figure 1:  Temporal network of a cooking plan

1 Here, "Includes" and "BeforeMeets" are high-level
constraints, defined as the sets {si, di, fi, eq} and {b, m},
where b, m, eq are the basic relations "before", "meets",
"equal", and si, di, fi are the inverses of "starts",
"during", and "finishes" in Allen's interval algebra.

Given a temporal network, an important
reasoning task is to compute the so-called
minimal labeling, that is, to find the set of
minimal constraints if the network is consistent
(Vilain and Kautz, 1986).  A constraint (or a
link label) is minimal if each of its basic
relations is part of a consistent singleton
labeling, for which each link is labeled by a
basic relation and all the links in the network
are satisfied.  Vilain and Kautz (1986) show
that the time complexity of such a reasoning
task is NP-complete for the interval algebra,
where the problem size is the number of
intervals.  However, this does not prevent
people from proposing polynomial algorithms
that are approximate for the interval algebra
(Allen 1983; Van Beek 1989). Allen's
algorithm has O(n3) time complexity and is
shown to be exact only for a subset of the
interval algebra (Van Beek  1989).   Van Beek
then proposes an O(n4) algorithm which is
exact for a larger subset (the subset of the
interval algebra that can be translated into the
point algebra).  To get more exact results for
the full interval algebra, one may have to use
some exponential-time algorithms (e.g.,
Valdés-Pérez 1987).

One problem with these existing algorithms
is that they may produce weak results when
applied to temporal networks that involve
hierarchical constraints (i.e. the decompositions
of intervals into low-level subintervals).  In
Song and Cohen (1991), we proposed a
strengthened algorithm for temporal reasoning
about hierarchical constraints.  The algorithm
guarantees that the result is no weaker than that
obtained from the existing temporal reasoning
algorithms.  However, whether it can derive the
minimal labeling for the hierarchical
constraints depends on the order in which
lower-level constraints are combined.  In this
paper, we present a new order-independent
reasoning procedure for hierarchical
constraints, along with formal proofs for its
associated properties.  We further apply our



algorithm to the problem of plan recognition,
and show that the observed temporal
constraints can both reduce the number of
candidate plans and make the constraints in the
remaining candidate plans more specific.

2. Weak results from the existing algorithms

A hierarchical constraint corresponds to the
decomposition of an interval to a set of
subintervals.  In terms of Allen's interval
algebra, this means that the interval temporally
includes all the subintervals.  Suppose that
initially there is no specific constraint between
a1 and a2 in figure 2(a).  Then, all we can
decide is that A Includes a1 and A Includes a2,
where Includes stands for the constraint {si, di,
fi, eq}.
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Figure 2: (a) One decomposition, (b) Weak results from
Allen's algorithm, and (c) Strong results desired

Now, if we add a new constraint {b} between
a1 and a2, then we can use Allen's algorithm to
propagate the constraint and produce the results
shown in figure 2(b).  However, since a1 and
a2 are the only subintervals of A and we know
that a1 is located before a2, we should be able
to decide that a1 is the starting part of A and a2
is the finishing part.  In other words, we should
get the desired results shown in figure 2(c).

Such weak results can be carried further for
networks that consist of more than one
decomposition.   Suppose that initially we have
the network shown in figure 3(a).   Later, if we
add the constraints a1 {b} a2 and a2 {b} a3, we
get the results shown in figure 3(b) using
Allen's algorithm, where "Common" stands for
the constraint: {o, oi, s, si, d, di, f, fi, eq}.
However, using a similar argument as made for
the previous example, we should be able to get
the stronger results shown in figure 3(c).
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Figure 3: (a) Two decompositions, (b) Weak results
from Allen's , and (c) Strong results desired

There are also networks that are considered
to be consistent by Allen's algorithm but in fact
are not when decompositions are involved.  For
example, the network in figure 4(a) is regarded
as consistent by Allen's algorithm, since we get
the same network after applying the algorithm.
However, this is actually not true because if a1
and a2 are the only subintervals of A and a1 is
located before a2, a2 should be the finishing
part of A, not an interior part, as shown in
figure 4(b).
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Figure 4: (a) Weak results from Allen's,
and (b) Strong results desired

Such weak results are not simply caused by
the inexactness of Allen's algorithm.  In fact,
Allen's algorithm is exact for all these
examples since the constraints used fall into a
subset of the interval algebra for which Allen's
algorithm is guaranteed to find the set of
minimal labels (Van Beek 1989).  The reason
for these weak results is that Allen's algorithm
treats all the intervals as independent of each



other.  This is certainly not true for
decompositions, since the abstract intervals are
temporally dependent on their subintervals.  To
make these dependencies explicit in the
reasoning process, we need to assume that the
decomposition of an abstract interval into its
subintervals is complete, that is, no more
subintervals can be added to the
decomposition.  As a result, we can compute
how an abstract interval is temporally bounded
by its subintervals based on the constraints
between all the subintervals.  For instance, if
there is a linear ordering between all the
subintervals, then we can clearly decide that
the abstract interval is temporally bounded by
the subintervals that occur the earliest and the
latest.   We say that a decomposition is closed
if the constraints between the abstract interval
and its subintervals are minimal with respect to
the constraints between all the subintervals.

More formally, we describe an abstract
interval as the convex hull or the minimal
cover of its subintervals, denoted by the
equation:

A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xn

where A  denotes the abstract interval and
x1, x2 ,..., xn  denote the subintervals.  For the
example in figure 3, the two decompositions
can be represented as:  A1 = a1 + a3 and A2 =
a2 + a3.  Closing a decomposition means
closing every decomposition edge between the
abstract interval and its subintervals, which
further implies computing the minimal labels
on the decomposition edges.  We formally
define a closure operation by the following
first-order formula:

A(Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim )c xi ⇔
xiC1x1 ∧ xiC2x2 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xiCmxm ∧
(A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅xm )

where Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim are the constraints
between the subinterval xi  and all the
subintervals from x1  to xm .  This formula
suggests that a decomposition edge can be
closed by using the existing constraints
between a subinterval and all the subintervals
and the fact that the abstract interval is the
minimal cover of all its subintervals.

3. Development of a strengthened temporal
reasoning algorithm

To describe our strengthened algorithm for
temporal reasoning with hierarchical
constraints, we start with the simple case of
closing one and two subintervals, and then, we
generalize the result to close more than two
subintervals.  After that, we provide a recursive
procedure to close more than one
decomposition, and finally, we present the
strengthened algorithm that closes all the
hierarchical structures in a temporal network.

3.1. Closing one and two subintervals

As described earlier, closing a
decomposition means computing the minimal
labels on all the decomposition edges.  If an
abstract interval has only one subinterval, then
the minimal label on the decomposition edge is
obviously {eq},  that is:

A(Cii )
c xi ⇔ xiCii xi ∧ (A = xi ) ⇔

xi{eq}xi ∧ (A = xi ) ⇔ A{eq}xi

In the case of two subintervals, we can derive
from the definition:
A(Cii ,Cij )

c xi ⇔ xiCii xi ∧ xiCij x j ∧ (A = xi + x j )

⇔ xi{eq}xi ∧ xiCij x j ∧ (A = xi + x j )

Since xi{eq}xi  always holds for an interval (the
so-called node consistency), we define the
basic closure operation on a constraint as:  

A Cij
cxi ⇔ xiCij x j ∧ (A = xi + x j ) .

Lemma 1:  Given Cij  as a set of basic relations

R1, R2 ,..., Rm , the basic closure Cij
c  can be

computed as {R1
c , R2

c ,..., Rm
c }, where Rc  is one of

the four basic relations: si, di, fi, and eq, as
defined in table 1.

Table 1:  basic closure on basic relations

R b bi m mi o oi s si d di f fi eq

Rc si fi si fi si fi si eq di eq fi eq eq

The validity of table 1 can be easily
verified.  For example, if xi{b}x j , then the

closed edge between A  and xi  is {si}, since if
A  consists of only xi and x j  and xi  is located

before x j , then xi  must be the starting part of

A .  This basic closure operation also applies to



the case of one subinterval, i.e., (Cii )
c ⇔ Cii

c ,

since ACii
cxi ⇔ A{eq}c xi ⇔  A{eq}xi .

3.2. Closing more than two subintervals

Having defined the basic closure operation,
we can now extend it to close a decomposition
of more than two subintervals.  More
specifically, if Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim are the constraints
between the subinterval xi  and all the
subintervals from x1  to xm , including the
subinterval xi , then we can close xi  and
another subinterval x j  using the basic closure

operation: Cij
c .  To get the final closed

decomposition edge to xi , however, we need to

somehow combine all of the Cij
c 's.  It turns out

that these Cij
c 's can be combined with the

normal composition operation in Allen's
interval algebra.

Lemma 2   Given the basic relations
Ri1, Ri2 ,..., Rin ,we have

A(Ri1, Ri2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, Rin )c xi ⇔

A(Ri1
c × Ri2

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rin
c )xi .

Proof.    We prove this lemma by induction on
the number of subintervals.  For n = 1, we
showed in the last subsection that
A(Rii )

c xi ⇔ ARii
cxi .   For n = 2, we have:

A(Rii , Rij )
c xi ⇔ ARij

cxi

A(Rii
c × Rij

c )xi ⇔ A({eq}c × Rij
c )xi ⇔ ARij

cxi

So, the lemma holds for both n = 1 and n = 2.
Assume the lemma holds for n = k, that is,

A' (Ri1, Ri2 ,..., Rik )c xi ⇔ A' Ri1
c × Ri2

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rik
c xi ,

where A' = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xk , we need to prove
that the lemma also holds for n = k+1.

We know from table 1 that Rij
c  can only be

one of the four basic relations: si, di, fi, and eq.
By checking table 2, a sub-multiplication table
drawn from Allen's (1983a), we see that these
four basic relations are closed under
multiplication.

Table 2: A Sub-Multiplication Table

× si di fi eq

si si di di si

di di di di di

fi di di fi fi

eq si di fi eq

It follows that Ri1
c × Ri2

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rik
c  can only be

one of the four basic relations: si, di, fi, and eq.
Let us denote Ri1

c × Ri2
c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rik

c  as R , and

Rik +1
c  as S .

Now, from the definition of the closure
operation, we have:

A(Ri1,..., Rik , Rik +1)c xi ⇔ xi Ri1x1 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xi Rik xk ∧
xi Rik +1xk +1 ∧ (A = x1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xk + xk +1)

⇔ xi Ri1x1 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xi Rik xk ∧ (A' = x1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xk ) ∧
xi Rik +1xk +1 ∧ (A"= xi + xk +1) ∧ (A = A' +A")

⇔ A' (Ri1,..., Rik )c xi ∧ A" Rik +1
c xi ∧ (A = A' +A")

⇔ A' (Ri1
c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rik

c )xi ∧ A" Rik +1
c xi ∧

(A = A' +A")
⇔ A' Rxi ∧ A"Sxi ∧ (A = A' +A")

To further evaluate the above expression,
we need to consider the following special
cases:

(1) If A' {si}xi ∧ A"{si}xi , then we have
A{si}xi, since if xi  is the starting part of both
A ' and A" and A  = A ' + A", then xi  should
also be the starting part of A .

(2) If A' { fi}xi ∧ A"{ fi}xi , then we have
A{ fi}xi .   The reason is similar to case (1)
above.

(3) If A' {si}xi ∧ A"{ fi}xi , then we have
A{di}xi .   The reason for this is that if xi  is the
starting part of A ', then there must be another
interval that finishes after xi .  Similarly, if xi  is
the finishing part of A", then there must be
another interval that starts before xi .  Thus,
there are intervals that starts before xi  and
finishes after xi , and xi  must be an interior part
of the covering interval A .

(4) If A' {di}xi ∧ A"Sxi , then we have



A{di}xi , since if xi is an interior part of A ', it is
also an interior part of A .

(5) If A' {eq}xi ∧ A"Sxi , then we have ASxi .
This is obviously true since A ' equals xi .

Since conjunctions are commutative, it is
easy to see that these results are exactly the
same as table 2 above.  In other words, we have
proved that:
A(Ri1,..., Rik , Rik +1)c xi ⇔ A(R × S)xi ⇔

A(Ri1
c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rik

c × Rik +1
c )xi .

that is, lemma 2 also holds for n = k+1.

Lemma 2 implies that if the constraints
between one subinterval and all the
subintervals are one of the basic relations, the
decomposition edge to the subinterval can be
closed by multiplying the basic closures of
these constraints.

Theorem 1:  Given Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim as the
constraints between xi  and all the subintervals
from x1  to xm , the closed edge between A  and
xi  can be computed as follows:

A(Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim )c xi ⇔ ACi1
c oCi2

c o ⋅ ⋅ ⋅oCim
c xi .

Proof.     The theorem can be proved by
expanding constraints into sets of basic
relations, converting the result into disjunctions
of conjunctions, and applying lemma 2 to all
the conjunctions:
A(Ci1,Ci2 ,...,Cim )c xi ⇔ xiCi1x1 ∧ xiCi2x2 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧

xiCimxm ∧ (A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xm )
⇔ xi{R11, R12 ,..., R1n1

}x1 ∧
xi{R21, R22 ,..., R2n2

}x2 ∧
 . . . . . .         

xi{Rm1, R2m2 ,..., Rmnm
}xm ∧

(A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xm )
⇔ (xi R11x1 ∧ xi R21x2 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xi Rm1xm ∧

A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xm ) ∨
(xi R11x1 ∧ xi R21x2 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xi Rm2xm ∧
A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xm ) ∨
 . . . . . .          
(xi R1n1

x1 ∧ xi R2n2
x2 ∧ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ∧ xi Rmnm

xm ∧
A = x1 + x2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xm )

⇔ A(R11, R21,..., Rm1)c xi ∨

A(R11, R21,..., Rm2 )c xi ∨
 . . . . . .
A(R1n1

, R2n2
,..., Rmnm

)c xi

⇔ AR11
c × R21

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rm1
c xi ∨

AR11
c × R21

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rm2
c xi ∨

 . . . . . .
AR1n1

c × R2n2

c × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × Rmnm

c xi

⇔ ACi1
c oCi2

c o ⋅ ⋅ ⋅oCim
c xi .

Lemma 3   Given constraints as subsets of
{si,di, fi,eq}, the composition is commutative
and associative, that is, C1 oC2 = C2 oC1 , and

(C1 oC2 ) oC3 = C1 o (C2 oC3 ).
Proof.   Given two subsets of {si,di, fi,eq}, the
composition is both commutative and
associative since for each pair of the basic
relations, the results of multiplications are
symmetric, as shown previously in table 2.

Theorem 2:  In closing a decomposition
constraint using theorem 1, we get the same
result no matter what order we do the
compositions.

Proof.  This follows directly from lemma 3,
since the composition is both commutative and
associative for subsets of {si,di, fi,eq}.

Based on theorems 1 and 2, we now present
a new procedure for closing a decomposition of
any number of subintervals.

procedure CLOSE(k, S)
begin

          for each i ∈ S do begin
        t ← {eq}
        for each j ∈ S do

t ← t o Cij
c

  t ← t ∩  Cki

  if t ≠ Cki  then begin
     Cki  ← t
     Cik ← INVERSE(t)

Q ← Q ∪RELATED_PATHS(k, i)
  end

    end
end
Figure 5:  Procedure for closing a decomposition



The above procedure closes all the
decomposition edges in turn, and if a closed
edge is more specific than the existing edge,
the existing edge will be updated and all the
related paths will be queued for further
propagation.

Theorem 3.  The time complexity of the
CLOSE procedure is O(m2) where m is the
number of subintervals in a decomposition.

3.3. Closing all the decompositions in a
hierarchical structure

A hierarchical structure often consists of
more than one decomposition.  Our strategy is
to close a hierarchy in a post-order fashion,
since higher-level intervals can be defined in
terms of lower-level subintervals.  In other
words, we start the closing process from the
bottom-level decompositions and work our
way up until all the decompositions are closed
in the hierarchy.

procedure CLOSE_ALL (k)
begin

get a list S of subintervals for k
if S is not empty then begin

for each i ∈ S do
CLOSE_ALL (i)

CLOSE (k, S)
end

end
Figure 6: Closing all the decompositions in a plan

Theorem 4.  The time complexity of the
CLOSE_ALL procedure is bounded below by
O(n) and above by O(n2), where n is the
number of intervals in a plan.

3.4. The Strengthened Algorithm

The CLOSE_ALL procedure closes all the
decompositions in a hierarchical structure.  To
get stronger results for a temporal network, we
first use an existing reasoning algorithm to
compute the set of constraints to be as specific
as possible.  Then, for each hierarchical
structure in the temporal network, we
recursively close all the decompositions using
the CLOSE_ALL procedure.  After that, some
of the decomposition edges may be updated,

and we call the temporal reasoning algorithm
again to propagate the effects of these new
constraints.  Thus, we generally need to call
interactively an existing reasoning algorithm
and our CLOSE_ALL procedure.  Such a
process will eventually terminate since every
time we update a constraint, some of its basic
relations will be eliminated and there are at
most 13 basic relations in any constraint.

We now give the strengthened algorithm
for temporal reasoning with hierarchical
constraints:

algorithm STRENGTHENED
begin
   Q←{initial paths in a temporal network}
   H←{roots of all hierarchical structures}
   while Q is not empty  do begin

  MODIFIED_TR
  foreach k ∈ H do
      CLOSE_ALL (k)

   end
end

Figure 7: The strengthened algorithm for
temporal reasoning about plans

The set H contains the roots of all hierarchical
structures, and CLOSE_ALL closes all the
decompositions in a hierarchy.   The set Q
contains those paths whose effects need to be
propagated, and MODIFIED_TR is the same as
an existing algorithm for temporal reasoning
except that the initialization of Q is removed
from the procedure.

Theorem 5.   The time complexity of our
strengthened algorithm is at most O(T log2n),
where n is the number of intervals in a
temporal network and T is the time complexity
of an existing reasoning algorithm (n3 for the
path-consistency procedure, n4 for Van Beek's
procedure, and exponential for some more
exact procedures).

Proof:   First, each iteration of our algorithm
takes O(T+n2) time or O(T), since all the
existing algorithms take time at least O(n3).
Second, the worst case corresponds to a
balanced binary tree, with maximum levels of
decompositions and for which the effects of
closed decompositions need to be propagated
upwards.  Thus, we have the factor of log2n for
the number of iterations.



4. An application to plan recognition

Plan recognition is the process of inferring
an agent's plan based on the observation of the
agent's actions.  A recognized plan is useful in
that it helps to decide an agent's goal and
predict the agent's next action.  For example, if
we observe that John has made the sauce and
he is now boiling the noodles, then based on
the plan shown in figure 1, we can decide that
John's goal is to make a pasta dish and his next
action is to put noodles and sauce together.
Plan recognition has found applications in such
areas as story understanding, psychological
modeling, natural language pragmatics, and
intelligent interfaces.
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Figure 8: An extended plan for making a pasta dish

Most existing models for plan recognition
assume a library of all possible plans that might
occur in a particular domain.  Then, through
some kind of search and matching mechanism,
one can find all the plans that contain the
observed actions, called candidate plans.  Since
the observation of an agent's actions is often
incomplete and some actions may appear in
many different plans of the plan library, it is
often difficult to determine the unique plan that
an agent is pursuing.  Kautz (1987) suggests

that one way of reducing the number of
candidate plans is to use various kinds of
constraints, including the temporal relations
explicitly reported in the observations, to
further eliminate those inconsistent plans2.
However, Kautz only adopted a subset of
Allen's interval algebra and did not use fully
the temporal constraints that correspond to the
decomposition edges in a candidate plan.

Our approach to plan recognition is to
represent a plan as a temporal network and
perform temporal reasoning to eliminate those
candidate plans that are inconsistent with the
temporal constraints explicitly given in the
observations. Such a reasoning process can
have two useful effects: the given constraints
can be used to reduce the number of candidate
plans (an example of this effect can be found in
Song and Cohen (1991)) and the given
constraints can be made more specific by
combining them with the prestored constraints
in a candidate plan.

To illustrate the second effect, we extend
the plan for making a pasta dish in section 1 by
adding the decompositions for MakeNoodles
and MakeSauce, shown in figure 8(a) and (b).
Suppose that the observation of an agent's
actions is given in figure 8(c).  We can then use
Allen's algorithm or our strengthened algorithm
to make some of the constraints in the plan
more specific.  Using Allen's algorithm, we can
make some of the constraints more specific, as
shown in figure 9(a). Using our strengthened
algorithm, we can make these constraints even
more specific, as shown in figure 9(b).

MakePastaDish {si, di} MakeNoodles
MakePastaDish {si, di} MakeSauce
MakePastaDish {di, fi} PutTogether

MakeNoodles {si, di} MeasureFlour
MakeNoodles {di, fi} RollDough

MakeSauce {si, di} ThawBeef
MakeSauce {di, fi} AddTomatoPaste

MakeNoodles {o, s, d} MakeSauce
MakeNoodles {b, m} BoilNoodles

Figure 9(a):  Results from Allen's Algorithms

2 Other solutions include the use of preference heuristics
(Allen, 1983b;  Litman, 1985; Carberry, 1986) and
probabilities (Goldman and Charniak, 1988).



MakePastaDish {si} MakeNoodles
MakePastaDish {di} MakeSauce
MakePastaDish {fi} PutTogether

MakeNoodles {si} MeasureFlour
MakeNoodles {fi} RollDough

MakeSauce {si} ThawBeef
MakeSauce {fi} AddTomatoPaste

MakeNoodles {o} MakeSauce
MakeNoodles {b} BoilNoodles

Figure 9(b): Results from our strengthened algorithm

5. Conclusion

We presented a strengthened algorithm for
temporal reasoning about plans, which
improves on straightforward applications of the
existing reasoning algorithms for Allen's
interval algebra.  We view plans as both
temporal networks and hierarchical structures.
Such a dual view allows us to design a closing
procedure which makes as specific as possible
the temporal constraints between abstract
actions and their subactions.  The procedure is
then used interactively with an existing
reasoning algorithm to help obtain the
strengthened results.  We applied our algorithm
to the problem of plan recognition and showed
that such an application can both reduce the
number of candidate plans make the constraints
in the remaining plans more specific.

One possible area for future work is to
improve the efficiency of our algorithm, which
calls interactively an existing reasoning
algorithm and our closing procedure.  Although
the strengthened algorithm only adds a factor
of log2 n  to the time complexity of an existing
reasoning algorithm, it is worth investigating
whether such interactions can be localized and
reduced.  Some results on localizing the
propagation of temporal constraints in Allen's
interval algebra have been reported (Koomen
1989).   This would form a useful starting point
for our future research.
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